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  Our purpose:
 
 

To champion herbal medicine
To promote the expertise of
our members
To safeguard the public and
maintain standards
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VISION, PURPOSE & VALUES

  Our vision:
 
 

 
“A world where herbalists
provide a recognised and
valued healthcare option.”

We believe that we can achieve

more by working with our members,

partners and other organisations. We will

find common goals and build

relationships for success.

We trust that the planet, its

people and herbal medicine all have

strong futures, and everything we do

aims to secure and enhance them.

We celebrate the diverse scope of

herbal practice and its practitioners, and

always operate with openness,

integrity and inclusivity.

We want everyone to understand

what we do and how we do it, so are

committed to making everything we do

as clear and accessible as possible.

We believe we make a difference,

and we will continually seek to have our

voices heard and secure herbal

medicine’s place in society.

  Our values

  Our values are the cornerstones for our success -

everything we do is built upon these values, and they

underpin all of our work.
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DELIVERING SUCCESS

Maintaining the

highest

professional

standards across

our membership

 

Measuring our success:
We represent our members and the wider herbal
community, so it is important that we are able to

understand how effective we are.
 

Our measures (increased patient numbers, more
sustainable  herbal practices and more entrants

into the herbal profession) feed each other, and will
support a thriving membership for the Institute. A
thriving membership means that the Institute can

do more to influence these measures.

  Our strategic priorities

To make our vision a reality we have identified five

strategic priorities to focus on, which between them

have the ability to deliver real change.

Supporting

the provision of

world class herbal

education and

development

Promoting the

recognition and

advocacy of

herbal medicine

 

Ensuring herbal

careers are

viable and

rewarding

 

Enabling

freedom and

innovation

in practice

1

2

3

4

5



MEET THE
FUTURE OF
MEDICINE
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Establishing transparent feedback

processes with accredited schools to

create stronger links between study,

our New Members Support Scheme

and ongoing development

Providing clarity over Continuing

Professional Development and what

activity contributes towards it,

encouraging a diversification of

development activity
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Supporting the provision of world class herbal education and development:1.

Working with other professional

associations to promote our

respective development offerings

across professional associations 

Build development links with public

facing organisations (CBD products/

Teas etc)

Enhance international relations to

share learning and expertise across

continents

Breaking the barriers to sharing of

development activity between all

healthcare practitioners

Ensuring that accredited providers

reflect the diverse scope of herbal

practice in their courses

Providing a diverse range of topics

through our development offerings 

Allowing freedom of choice for

members in how they interact with

our development offerings

Minimising geographical restrictions

on learning

Making our development offerings

(where appropriate) widely

accessible to non-members

Promoting our accredited courses

and enhancing their visibility

Working with accredited course

providers to engage students with

herbal practice throughout their

studies, supporting students to have

the skill sets for practice when they

graduate – being a herbalist is more

than being qualified

Increasing the number of accredited

courses to support growing student

numbers

Making development activities more

accessible, including through

digitisation

Making our development provision

paperless

KNOWLEDGE HAS A
BEGINNING BUT NO END
 
From students starting
their journey on one of
our accredited degree
level courses right
through to equipping
our members to respond
to new healthcare
challenges, we will
ensure the provision of
the very best education
and development.
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2. Maintaining the highest professional standards across our membership

Developing a consistent approach

to minimum standards across the

profession

Implementing an assurance

framework for any organisations we

enter into commercial agreements

with.

Sharing resources with other

organisations to support enhanced

standards

Clearly defining the standards

associated with our accreditation

process

Annually refreshing all professional

standards policies

Ensuring the CPD requirements are

clear and auditable 

Ensuring that our standards promote

fair and open access for all

Celebrating the social benefits of our

professional standards

Promoting our educational standards

Publicising our standards as a point

of difference

Highlighting the patient benefits of

our members adhering to our

standards

Developing paperless processes for

professional standards

Supporting new members to meet

ongoing standards

Enabling knowledge transfer across

our membership

Mitigating restrictive costs to our

member of meeting our standards

SETTING THE STANDARD
SINCE 1864
 
We have  been setting
the highest standards for
our members since our
inception over 150 years
ago, and we will ensure
that membership of the
Institute continues to be
seen as a marque of the
highest quality
practitioners.
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3. Promoting the recognition and advocacy of herbal medicine

Developing relationships with other

healthcare providers to enhance

interaction with herbal medicine

Increasing the rates of referral from

other providers

Working with research organisations

to contribute to and steer research

initiatives promoting understanding

and efficacy

Establishing relationships with

insurers and other funding sources

to make herbal medicine more

financially accessible for patients

Defining the ways herbal medicine

can support patients and other

healthcare providers

Collating and distilling research

which supports herbal medicine

Ensuring that our standards promote

fair and open access for all

Reflecting the broad scope of

practice in our advocacy

Recognising the history and spiritual

importance of herbal medicine

Being a vocal champion of herbal

medicine across our stakeholder

groups

Taking a leading role in collaborative

groups to promote and advance

herbal medicine

Establishing ourselves as a go to

contact for the media on herbal

matters

Developing our political presence

and maintaining our relationships

with decision makers

Celebrating the sustainability

benefits of herbal medicine

Promoting the value of a ‘pay at

point of need’ service

THE WORLD'S MOST
WIDELY USED MEDICINE
 
Herbal medicine makes
a real difference to
patients all across the
world,  and we will work
to ensure that its
standing continues to
grow with patients and
decision makers alike. 
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4. Ensuring herbal careers are viable and rewarding

Sharing career opportunities across

herbal bodies

Working with herbal employers to

facilitate opportunities for

employment and placements

 

Documenting and promoting

practice models and facilitating open

discussion of them

Celebrating routes of access and

transferable skills

Supporting students to plan for post

graduation

Celebrating the diverse scope of

herbal practice and practitioners

Sharing opportunities for members

to broaden their experience

Engaging schools, colleges and

careers services

Promoting the value of a herbal

career to customers

Being a go to resource for herbal

career opportunities and vacancies

Seeking to support an increase in

high street presence for herbalists

Supporting our members in

developing sustainable business

models

Maximising members access to

grants and financial support in their

careers

NOTHING IS AS
REWARDING AS WHEN
SOMETHING IS
WORTHWHILE 
A career as a herbalist is
rewarding in many
ways, and we will seek
to ensure that our
members continue to
reap these rewards, and
that their herbal career
provides for their needs.
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5. Enabling freedom and innovation in practice 

Facilitating collaboration across our

membership to share ideas and

form partnerships

Partnering with innovators in the

wider herbal community to embed

a culture of innovation

Providing aspirational support and

guidance to members to enhance

their practice

Explicitly promoting ourselves as a

‘full scope’ professional association

 

Celebrating social  and community

herbalism

Supporting all of our membership to 

innovate, and giving support and

skills where needed.

Openly recognising and rewarding

innovation from our membership

Promoting the innovative nature of

herbal practice to our stakeholder

groups

Driving innovation in sustainability

throughout our membership

Seeking to ensure financial

sustainability for not for profit

herbalism

PROGRESS COMES
THROUGH INNOVATION

 
We will ensure that our
members are able to
practice with freedom,
and foster a culture of
innovation to allow the
profession to grow and
broaden.



THE POWER
OF PLANTS


